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INTRODUCTION

1 Data Source: USDA Foreign Agricultural Service’s Agricultural Trade System

THROUGH ITS WEB-BASED buyer’s guides, The 
Cornucopia Institute showcases some of the real 
heroes in organics. These are the feed operations 
and livestock producers that make or use high-
integrity feed sourced exclusively from North 
American organic grain farmers. 

These organic feed operations and producers do not mar-
ket or use livestock feed that includes imported organ-
ic grain. Over the past few years, as imports of organic 
grains have soared, growing concerns over whether 
these grain imports are authentic have surfaced. From 
2013 to 2016, imports of organic corn quadrupled from 
$36.6 million to $160.4 million. Imports of organic soy-
beans also increased dramatically, from $41.8 million in 
2011 to $250.5 million in 2016.1

Concerns about the authenticity of these imports were 
realized when massive shipments of fraudulent organic 
corn and soybeans were documented at U.S. ports in 2017. 

We begin with an overview of the systemic issue of fraud-
ulent imported organic grain, which has now been wide-
ly reported in prominent media outlets, including The 
Washington Post, and has shaken consumer confidence in 
organic food.

This companion report to the web-based guides provides 
organic producers and consumers with background in-
formation to understand how cheaper, fraudulently la-
beled imports of “organic” soybeans and “organic” corn 
have crossed U.S. borders.

We then showcase the heroes, identifying the organic 
feed operations and producers that only use North Amer-
ican-grown organic grain in producing feed or to feed the 
livestock they raise. 

With this information, organic livestock producers, feed 
suppliers that service them, and consumers can exercise 

their purchasing power in a way that stands for some-
thing—supporting reputable feed operations and produc-
ers and North American organic grain farmers. 

Now more than ever, in light of a number of confirmed 
cases of import fraud, the choices made by organic in-
dustry stakeholders can be a powerful force in driving 
market change and ultimately in safeguarding organic 
integrity. 

“Cornucopia is to be highly commended for develop-
ment of this guide that educates consumers and produc-
ers about brands that use U.S. grown organic grains 
for livestock feed. These efforts are vitally important in 
shifting market share to domestic producers and away 
from global sourcing of imports having highly question-
able organic integrity.” 

– Oren Holle, OFARM president and board member of 
the Central Plains Organic Farmers Association 
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IMPOSTOR IMPORTS AND STAGGERING  
ECONOMIC LOSSES

2 Suspicious Organic Grain Shipment Intercepted at U.S. Port, Bobbe quote, available at: https://www.cornucopia.org/2018/04/
suspicious-organic-grain-shipment-intercepted-at-u-s-port/ (May 1, 2018).

3 The Cornucopia Institute, Behind the Bean: The Heroes and Charlatans of the National and Organic Soy Foods Industry, https://
www.cornucopia.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/behindthebean_color_final.pdf

4 The Washington Post, “The labels said ‘organic.’ But these massive imports of corn and soybeans weren’t.” (May 12, 2017).
5 USDA, Global Agricultural Information Network, Turkish Organic Market Overview, GAIN Report Number TR 6005, Jan. 26, 2016.

NORTH AMERICAN ORGANIC grain farmers have 
lost hundreds of millions of dollars over the past 
several years as they struggle to compete with 
imports of fraudulent organic grain. According 
to the largest organic grain farm cooperative, 
organic corn and organic soybean farmers in 
the United States lost an estimated $400 million 
between 2015 and 2017 as the increase in dubious 
organic grain skyrocketed. 2

Sham organic imports often make their way into the 
United States accompanied by altered paperwork that 
represents the corn or soy (and presumably other com-
modities) as organic when it is actually conventional. 
Domestic farmers suffer staggering economic damages 
when forced to compete with cheap imports that often 
are not organically produced. 

Cornucopia has a long history of investigating import 
fraud. Over a decade ago we published Behind the Bean, 
a report that examined the exponential increase in du-
bious imported organic soybeans from China that were 
taking over the market.3

On June 18, 2018, Cornucopia released a comprehensive 
report chronicling how a small number of multibillion-
dollar agribusinesses came to dominate the U.S. organic 
grain industry following systemic failures of the USDA’s 
National Organic Program (USDA-NOP) to curb the infil-

tration of questionable organic imports. As our farmers 
watched prices for their organic grain fall dramatically, 
suspicious organic grain crossed United States borders, 
making its way from or through countries like Ukraine, 
Turkey, Russia, and other former Eastern Bloc countries.

The Washington Post investigation in May 2017 also illus-
trated persistent and serious flaws in the organic certifi-
cation program at the USDA, undermining confidence in 
the organic label and highlighting the harm domestic or-
ganic grain farmers have suffered at the hands of unscru-
pulous competitors in the international supply chain.4

Turkey has long been identified as a country of suspi-
cious origin when it comes to organic grain imports. The 
USDA acknowledged the problem of Turkish imports in 
a 2016 report which concluded that “some Turkish com-
panies have been involved in relabeling or repackaging 
products as organic and bringing the counterfeit prod-
ucts into the European Union, even though the products 
do not meet organic standards.”5

There are certain importers and certifiers that have been 
banned from organic commerce in the European Union, 
but the USDA has failed to take similar action. ETKO, a 
Turkish certifier of organic products, was de-accredited 
by Canada and the European Union, meaning that ET-
KO-certified products are no longer accepted as organic 
in those countries.

The USDA proposed suspending ETKO’s accreditation, 
but, due to an appeal and intervention by legal counsel, 
decided to maintain its status as a certifier under the 
terms of a settlement agreement reached with the former 
director of the NOP, Miles McEvoy. ETKO agreed to take 

According to the largest organic grain farm 
cooperative, organic corn and organic soybean 
farmers in the United States lost an estimated $400 
million between 2015 and 2017 as the increase in 
dubious organic grain skyrocketed. 
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corrective action and face additional scrutiny based on 
noncompliances identified by the USDA.6

Turkey continues to be a conduit for fraudulent organic 
grain. Companies often ship grain though Turkish free 
trade zones before exporting the grain to the U.S. Free 
trade zones are considered to lie outside of a country’s 
customs borders and are not subject to many of the coun-
try’s economic and financial regulations. Companies 
commonly, and legally, use free trade zones to capitalize 
on less onerous trade controls and exemptions from taxes 
and duties. These trade incentives also make free trade 
zones vulnerable to illicit activities.7

Inconsistent or non-existent organic acreage and yield 
data from countries like Turkey and Romania make it 
exceedingly difficult to determine whether certain coun-
tries are capable of producing organic commodities in the 
volumes the country is exporting. Reconciling a coun-
try’s organic acreage, its production capacity, and the vol-
ume exported can be valuable in identifying areas prone 
to fraud. However, without consistent standards and 
metrics by which this data is collected and measured, the 
data reconciliation loses its utility.

Cornucopia undertook an analysis using publicly avail-
able information to show how acreage and export data 
can indicate fraud assuming consistent metrics, across 

6 USDA, AMS, FOIA Reading Room, documents available at: https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/NOPETKOAppeal-
SettlementFinalRedacted.pdf (last visited May 1, 2018).

7 Financial Action Task Force, “Money Laundering Vulnerabilities of Free Trade Zones,” (March 2010) available at: http://www.fatf-
gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/reports/ML%20vulnerabilities%20of%20Free%20Trade%20Zones.pdf

countries, are reported. This data indicates that for the 
year 2015, the U.S. imported over three times as much or-
ganic corn from Turkey as the country produced. Because 

The Port of Stockton is a major deepwater port in California. 
The fraudulent shipments of corn and soybeans which were 
documented by the Post in May 2017 were offloaded here.
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the standards applied to the data collection and reporting 
criteria cannot be verified across U.S. and European sys-
tems, we’re left with more questions than answers. The 
U.S. should require certifiers to collect and report acreage 
and yield data to ensure consistent reporting standards. 

The Harmonized Tariff Schedule offers valuable infor-
mation on organic import and export data, which is an 
important component in the data reconciliation process. 
Many countries use the Harmonized Commodity De-
scription and Coding System (HS) for purposes of tariffs, 
collecting trade statistics, internal taxes, and monitoring 
controlled goods. There has been speculation that under-
handed importers use conventional HS codes for organic 
products to avoid the heightened scrutiny that an organic 
HS code could invite. Requiring importers to use organic 
HS codes is key to monitoring international trade in or-
ganic commodities.

In April 2018, Cornucopia broke news about a question-
able shipment of 25,000 metric tons of organic corn that 
an importer shipped from Turkey on the vessel Mount-
park. In this case, it was not organic inspectors who in-
tercepted the dubious shipment, but U.S. Customs that 
targeted the shipment for physical examination. Cus-
toms officials contacted the Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service (APHIS), a division of the USDA, to 
inquire about the country of origin of the corn.8

With information it requested and received from the Na-
tional Organic Program, APHIS determined the corn 
shipment was illegal under federal regulations. Import-
ing whole corn seed from certain countries, including 
Russia, Moldova, and Kazakhstan, violates USDA regu-
lations because of concerns that contamination by pests 
and pathogens could place domestic producers at risk. 

Through organic certification documents, APHIS de-
termined that the corn was grown in Russia, Moldova, 

8 The Cornucopia Institute, “Suspicious Organic Grain Shipment Intercepted at U.S. Port,” (April 23, 2018), available at: https://www.
cornucopia.org/2018/04/suspicious-organic-grain-shipment-intercepted-at-u-s-port/

9 The Washington Post, “Bogus ‘organic’ foods reach the US because of lax enforcement at ports, inspectors say” (Sept. 18, 2017).
10 2017 President’s Budget, Agricultural Marketing Service, 21-20, available at: https://www.obpa.usda.gov/21ams2017notes.pdf
11 Office of Inspector General, Audit Report 1601-0001-21, National Organic Program—International Trade Arrangements and Agree-

ments (Sept. 2017) available at: https://www.usda.gov/oig/webdocs/01601-0001-21.pdf

and Kazakhstan. Had organic tracking systems been in 
place and worked effectively, the shipment would have 
been flagged at the outset by the NOP as originating from 
a suspect region based on its “organic” designation alone. 
Instead, the NOP learned of the shipment through inter-
action with U.S. Customs and APHIS as they carried out 
their inspection duties. 

The influx of fraudulent organic grain into the United 
States has rattled consumer confidence in the USDA or-
ganic label, which consumers have come to identify as 
an indicator of a more healthful and environmentally re-
sponsible choice, backed by government oversight.9 The 
USDA reports that organics is a $47 billion industry with 
over 19,000 certified operations in the United States.10

Recognizing the systemic threat to organics posed by 
fraudulent organic grain imports, The Cornucopia Insti-
tute filed a formal Citizen’s Petition in July 2017, demand-
ing regulatory reform and holding the USDA accountable 
to its enforcement obligations. The Petition requests that 
the USDA address a major loophole in the regulatory 
framework that leaves some importers, distributors, and 
brokers exempt from certification. 

The urgent need for regulatory reform was confirmed 
by a September 2017 report issued by the USDA’s Office 
of the Inspector General (OIG), following a thirteen-
month audit of the National Organic Program. The In-
spector General found that lax controls at U.S. ports 
were failing to prevent fraudulently labeled products 
from entering the U.S. market while creating an “un-
fair economic environment for U.S. organic producers.”11 
 The NOP accepted the Inspector General’s recommen-
dations and now has a plan to improve oversight of im-
ports by increasing collaboration with federal agencies, 
APHIS and U.S. Customs. 

In its report responding to the recommendations of the 
USDA’s OIG, the NOP acknowledged that its “inability to 
swiftly enforce Cease and Desist Notices and civil pen-
alty collections, as well as the existing lengthy enforce-
ment and appeals process, is not a strong deterrent for 
those wishing to engage in fraudulent activities.”

The NOP indicated the ultimate goal is to develop tech-
nologies that would require certifiers to approve trans-
actions along the organic supply chain in real time. The 
system envisioned by the NOP would allow it to audit 

The influx of fraudulent organic grain into the United 
States has rattled consumer confidence in the 
USDA organic label, which consumers have come 
to identify as an indicator of a more healthful and 
environmentally responsible choice, backed by 
government oversight.  
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across the supply chain and trace an organic product 
from farm to market and back.12

Also in September 2017, a bipartisan bill, The Organic 
Farmer and Consumer Protection Act, was introduced 
in Congress. The bill doubles the USDA’s budget for the 
organic program over the next five years and provides in-
cremental increases in funding. The additional funding 
reaches $24 million in 2023.13

Increased funding supports investment in technology 
and access to data to improve tracking of international 
organic trade and allows organic certifiers to share inves-
tigative information throughout the supply chain. The 
bill also requires USDA officials to file an annual report 
to Congress detailing their organic investigations.

The effectiveness of legislative efforts will depend on the 
strength of any regulatory amendments the USDA ulti-
mately adopts to broaden oversight of the international 
supply chain. After significant public outcry about the 
harm to domestic producers, the National Organic Stan-
dards Board (NOSB) turned attention to import fraud in 
its spring 2018 meeting. The board received comments 
on 75 questions related to problems and solutions sur-
rounding fraudulent imports. Cornucopia commented 
extensively on these topics, with calls for certification of 
all entities throughout the supply chain, increased test-
ing of imports, and requirements that the NOP report or-
ganic acreage and yield data.14

12 Organic Import Oversight: Collaboration Opportunities and Technology Needs Assessment (July 2018); available at: https://www.
ams.usda.gov/reports/organic-import-oversight-collaboration-opportunities-and-technology-needs-assessment.

13 HR 3871—Organic Farmer and Consumer Protection Act of 2017, available at: https://www.congress.gov/bill/115th-congress/house-
bill/3871/text?format=txt

14 The Cornucopia Institute, Imports Oversight—Discussion Document, available at: https://www.cornucopia.org/wp-content/
uploads/2018/04/Cornucopia-Organic-Imports-Comments-Spring-2018.pdf

15 Sustainable Food News, “USDA cracks down on ‘middlemen’ in organic supply chains,” (July 7, 2018).
16 The Washington Post, “The labels said ‘organic.’ But these massive imports of corn and soybeans weren’t” (May 12, 2017).

After the NOSB’s spring meeting, the NOP announced 
its plans to introduce a proposed rule by March 2019 
which would modify several organic regulations. The 
rule would require brokers, traders, marketers, and dis-
tributors to be certified if they arrange the sale of, rep-
resent, or label organic products. The rule would also 
require unannounced inspections of organic farms and 
businesses.15

Although the problem of fraudulently imported grain 
has finally harnessed USDA and Congressional atten-
tion, the fight is not over. The effectiveness of USDA over-
sight and federal legislation remains to be seen and could 
be years in the making. Investigating and exposing im-
port fraud and fighting for stringent regulatory enforce-
ment and change are critical in protecting the integrity 
of organics. In the meantime, additional shiploads of im-
ported commodities continue to move through U.S. ports.

CHOICES AND CONSEQUENCES 
FAKE ORGANIC FEED=FAKE ORGANIC FOOD

WHEN IT COMES TO ORGANIC livestock production, 
what you feed is what you get. 

USDA organic regulations require that for eggs, poul-
try, milk, and other dairy products to be certified USDA 
organic, the chickens and cows must consume 100% 
certified organic feed. If the livestock feed the animal 
consumes is not truly organic, then the eggs, milk, and 

chicken products are not organic either, no matter what 
the label says.

The three massive fraudulent shipments uncovered by 
The Washington Post constitute an astonishing 7% of 2017 
organic corn imports and 4% of organic soybean imports. 
The Post reported that a significant portion of this fraud-
ulent grain was imported for livestock feed.16 

Cornucopia Advocates for Necessary Reforms:

 ■ Currently excluded entities such as ports, brokers, 
and importers must be certified.

 ■ Certifiers must be required to report organic acre-
age and yield data on an annual basis.

 ■ Uniform, standardized transaction certificates 
which identify the farm where the grain was har-
vested must accompany every shipment through 
the supply chain.
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These astounding percentages from investigations into 
just a few shipments strongly suggest the organic integ-
rity of livestock feed in the U.S. has been compromised. 
At the time of this publication and until effective import 
control procedures are implemented, we recommend 
consumers purchase brands of beef that are both certi-
fied organic and “100% grass-fed,” in addition to using our 
scorecard to identify high-integrity brands of poultry, 
eggs and dairy products.  

The “100% grass-fed” label means the animal was fed and 
finished on fresh pasture during the grazing season and 
ate stored forage during the non-grazing season. Corn, 
soybeans and other grain are not a permitted feed for beef 
or lamb labeled 100% grass-fed.  

Consumers should be aware that choosing products that 
are simply labeled “grass-fed,” does not guarantee the 
cattle were not fed grain. Because the Food and Drug 
Administration does not regulate the “grass-fed” label, 
some products that claim to be “grass-fed” were actually 
supplemented by grain. Marketing language can be in-
tentionally misleading. 

17 The Cornucopia Institute, The Industrialization of Organic Dairy: Giant Livestock Factories and Family Farms Sharing the Same 
Organic Label, available at: https://www.cornucopia.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/DairyReport2018-full-report.pdf.

18 Data Source: USDA, ERS available at: https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/natural-resources-environment/organic-agriculture/organic-
trade/ 

19 Sustainable Food News, U.S. organic livestock feed imports plunge (March 14, 2018).

Cornucopia’s recently released dairy report, The Industri-
alization of Organic Dairy: Giant Livestock Factories and 
Family Farms Sharing the Same Organic Label, details the 
differences in dairy labels.17 

When it comes to livestock that have been fed grain, buy-
ing products raised exclusively on North American or-
ganic grain carries stronger assurances that the organic 
chicken, egg, and dairy products are truly organic. 

INCREASED DOMESTIC DEMAND = 
INCREASED DOMESTIC PRODUCTION
According to USDA trade statistics, the United States 
imports far more organic products than it exports. Im-
ports of organic products have grown at over 35% per year 
since 2012, from $496.3 million to $1.67 billion in 2016. In 
2016, the U.S. organic products trade deficit hit nearly $1.2 
billion, its highest level ever.

Animal feed for poultry and other livestock production 
has been a primary contributor to the escalating trend of 
imported organic soybeans and organic corn. Since 2012, 
imports of organic soybeans have grown at an average 
rate of 29.1% per year, while imports of corn have grown 
63.6% per year. 

The increase in imported organic corn and soybeans led 
to losses for North American farmers, removing the in-
centive to convert more conventional land to organic 
production and creating unstable markets. From 2015 to 
2016, organic corn imports accounted for nearly half of 
the U.S. organic corn supply. In 2016, the U.S. imported 
roughly 80% of organic soybeans. 18

Despite the huge percentages of imported organic grain, 
recently released trade statistics revealed some encour-
aging news. U.S. imports of organic soybeans from Tur-
key were down 17% over the first 11 months of 2016, likely 
due to increased scrutiny at U.S. ports. Imported organic 
corn from Turkey was down 31%.19

As percentages of imported organic grain decrease, the 
downward pressure on domestic organic prices should 
start to lift and encourage more North American pro-
duction. 

When domestic livestock producers buy North Ameri-
can-grown grain, demand for domestically grown organ-
ic grain should motivate conventional grain producers to 
transition to organic. Risk reduction and the associated 

Aurora Dairy owns this “organic” feedlot in Texas.

Animal feed for poultry and other livestock 
production has been a primary contributor to the 
escalating trend of imported organic soybeans and 
organic corn.
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financial viability which often accompanies increased 
consumer demand ensures domestic organic grain farm-
ers have a market for their products.

Consumer demand also helps incentivize more family-
scale farmers to enter organic grain production, which 
has the added benefit of fostering local food systems. 
Large organic manufacturers often rely on factory farms 
and imports to maximize profits, resulting in diverting 
consumer dollars away from struggling local and rural 
economies.

The large-scale industrial food system in the U.S. is an 
environmental catastrophe and is not sustainable. It de-
pletes natural resources, promotes antibiotic resistance, 

and contaminates the food, air, and soil with dangerous 
chemicals. Shifting to locally produced organic foods is 
the best alternative to eliminate the enormous human, 
economic, and social costs inflicted by industrial-scale 
food systems.

High-yield organic grain farms are far more environ-
mentally responsible than their conventional counter-
parts. The crop rotation required of organic farmers 
promotes biodiversity. Organic farms are prohibited from 
using toxic chemicals and GMOs. Additionally, petro-
leum-based fertilizers are prohibited in organic farming, 
reducing the likelihood of nitrate run-off which contami-
nates water supplies.

ORGANIC MARKETPLACE PARTICIPANTS— 
OUT AHEAD OF THE CURVE
TO CREATE THIS BUYER’S GUIDE, The Cornucopia 
Institute asked feed processors and marketers 
that sell organic livestock feed about their sourc-
ing practices. We were interested in identifying 
organic feed processors and marketers that exclu-
sively purchase grain grown in North America.

We also asked egg, dairy, and broiler producers if they 
grow their own feed or exclusively purchase feed grown 
in North America. We further asked how they negotiate 
with suppliers to verify that the grain is domestically 
produced and whether a corporate representative sub-
stantiates the representations.

Our Buyer’s Guide helps consumers, wholesale buyers, 
and livestock farmers find producers and marketers re-
porting that they source organic grain exclusively from 
North American farmers. 

If you are a shopper purchasing organic eggs, dairy, and 
chicken products, please seek out the brands listed in the 
Cornucopia Buyer’s Guide. If these name brands are not 
available to you, ask your grocery retailers to carry them.
Alternatively, you can contact the organic brands avail-
able in your market and tell them the sourcing of all-do-

mestic feed is an important purchasing criterion for you. 

Consumers create the requisite marketplace pressure 
to swing the pendulum back to domestically produced 
organic food—trustworthy sourcing that will pay divi-
dends to society.

Image courtesy of World’s Best Eggs
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